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Abstract: Digital image data hiding techniques are increasing rapidly with the advancements in the field of digital image processing. Steganography and watermarking have gained extensive recognition. A tiny amount of data was embedded and hidden into a digital image, which can be retrieved with certain retrieval algorithms to confirm the secure transformation and copyright of a portion of digital information. In contrast, Steganographic techniques are widely used to hide a vast amount of data information secretly and securely into various harmless digital medium. In this paper, we propose to bring up to date data hiding techniques. A secure and safe video steganographic algorithm in Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domains based lying on the Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) algorithm and Error Correcting Codes (ECC) is used. At initial level, motion-based MOT algorithm is employed to differentiate the portions of importance in the stirring objects. DWT and DCT were used to secure the data hiding process. The results were simulated using MATLAB 7.14, which represents the capability of embedding mechanism and also in opposition to various attacks.

Index Terms - Multiple Object Tracking (MOT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Digital Image, Steganography, Watermark Embedding.

1. INTRODUCTION

A picture with 2 dimension is represented by a digital processor is termed as digital image. In general, digital image can be represented as an array of real or complex numbers with a finite number of bits. An image will be digitized and stored in computer memory as a matrix of binary digits. A collection of real or complex numbers with a finite number of bits comprises a digital image. The digitized image can be used for processing and displaying on a screen with a high-resolution. Conversion of an image into a numerical depiction which is fit for input into a computer is the process of digitizer. Few of the widely used digitizers are Microdensitometer, Flying spot scan, Image dissector, Videocon camera and photosensitive solid-state arrays. The elementary sequences involved in an image processing system are shown in Fig. 1.

In common, digital image can be represented as an array of real or complex numbers with a finite number of bits. An image will be digitized and stored in computer memory as a matrix of binary digits. To claim ownership in digital media, a digital watermark can be used. In this paper, we propose a solution to overcome the ownership issues on any digital media. We incorporate biometric data and its features to provide secure ownership. Watermarks produced from biometric features are used to encrypt fingerprint images. In this way unique recognition can be achieved and ownership for digital content can be established. In this framework, we have shown the importance of digital ownership for digital content in communication. The next section provides the survey followed by proposed framework with results and discussions.

Watermarking and steganography are the two most widely involved in secure transforming of message in digital communication. In the next section, we discuss the various techniques and algorithms used in steganography and shown the results of our proposed methodology.
II. RELATED WORK

Embedded watermarking is the robust and secure scheme of digital media communication. We have performed the analysis of various secure mechanisms and proposed an efficient solution to improve secure way of communication.

An approach for motion trajectories was analyzed [2]. The representation problems of motion trajectories in a highly informative way are analyzed. Their approach introduced a droplet-based process to exemplify the high-dimensional 3D tube information in an uncomplicated however efficient method. The algorithms which they have used had proved the effectiveness of their approach.

In paper [3], the most challenging visual object tracking was considered as the target objects frequently changes their appearance caused by warp, unexpected motion, background untidiness and occlusion. They make use of the features extract from deep convolutional neural networks trained on object recognition datasets to get better tracking correctness and strength. The proposed algorithms performance has proved its efficiency in the experimental results a large-scale benchmark dataset.

A new video steganography algorithm [4] which is based on the multiple object tracking algorithm and Hamming codes was proposed and used in four stages. In data communication, steganography plays a vital role in secure and secret data information exchange. Initially the message is preprocessed, and Hamming codes (n, k) are applied in order to generate an encoded message. Next a motion-based multiple object tracking algorithm is applied on cover videos. This is to recognize the portions of the moving objects. Then, the embedding process of the encoded message was performed. At last, the extraction of secret message process from the 1 LSB and 2 LSBs for every RGB component of all moving regions is accomplished. Their results are proved with a high embedding efficiency and payload.

A novel magic least significant bit substitution method (M-LSBSM) [5], for RGB images was proposed which is based on the achromatic component of the (HSI) color model and multi-level encryption (MLE) in the spatial domain. Steganography is booming as a research area where secret way of communication is much more growing day by day. MLE algorithm was followed to divide the I-Plane into 4 sub-images of equal size. Their results validates that their proposed method enhances the visual quality of stego images and also provides good quality imperceptibility and several security levels as compared to a number of existing well-known methods.

The issues with secure communication of susceptible contents over the public network are addressed in paper [7]. They came out with a novel data hiding method in encrypted images with dual-level security. A precise pattern was used to divide the secret data information into 3 blocks. Then the three-level encryption algorithm (TLEA) was followed for an encryption process. Their experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in terms of visual quality and security. It also guides the probability for safe communication of diagnostically important key frames to healthcare centers.

All the techniques utilizes the preprocessing stages for the exploitation on both secret messages and cover videos prior to the embedding phase in order to improve the security and robustness of the steganographic method. This needs an optimal solution to improve the effectiveness and to gain the bandwidth and also to formulate the system adaptive for different types of images based on their characteristics. An efficient scheme is widely needed to evaluate on a large set of images from various databases.

III. PROPOSED WORK

The objective of our solution is to invent of an optimal wideband band pass filter to enhance the image properties. DE based dissimilarity augmentation in the direction of involuntarily locate the gain and the bandwidth of the WBBF toward formulate the scheme adaptive for dissimilar types of images based on their uniqueness. Laplacian of Gaussian response (LoGR) in 2 dimensional attributes space and also using Differential Evolution for the Maximization of mutual information. By Using these encryption methods and ECC will achieve a protected and strong steganographic algorithm, DWT and DCT techniques resolve get better strength of the steganographic technique against attacks, therefore preserves imperceptibility of stego videos. The proposed methodology was simulated using MATLAB 7.14. This integrates various computation and programming task and provides us an easy-to-use environment. This will be a better way to implement and simulate the solutions.

![Figure 2 Work Flow Process of Proposed Scheme](image-url)
3.1 Motion-Based MOT Stage
To identify the stirring objects within the video frame should be conceded away while motion object portion regions are utilized as host data. An individual frame is used to detect each moving object and then associating these detections throughout all of the video frames. To detect moving objects a background subtraction method is used based on the GMM. To predict the estimation trajectory of each moving region the kalman filter is employed.

3.2 Data Embedding Stage
To detect and track the motion regions motion-based MOT algorithm was performed over all video frames. The host data in the motion objects over all video frames are achieved. The interested portion in each and every individual frame depends on the number and size of the moving objects. 2D-DWT is implemented on RGB channels in every frame. These results in LL, LH, HL, and HH sub bands. In adding to this, a 2D-DCT is used on the similar interested portions producing DC and AC coefficients. After this, the secret messages are covered into LL, LH, HL, and HH of DWT coefficients, and into DC and AC of DCT coefficients of each objects in moving independently based on its foreground mask.

3.3 Data Extraction Stage
Two secret keys are generated from the non-motion portion of the first video frame and the video is broken up into a number of frames on the target side. The motion-based MOT algorithm is used by the receiver to predict the motion objects trajectories. By generating the secret messages from LL, LH, HL, HH, DC, and AC coefficients the process of extraction for the embedded data was achieved. Hamming and BCH was used to decode and extract the secret message and then the original message was encrypted.

IV. RESULTS
The input MOT image was shown in the below Fig. 3.

![MOT Image](image)

Figure 3 MOT Image

After getting the image, the watermark embedding process in initiated for secure transmission of information across sender and receiver. The original image will be embedded using DWT and later at the receiver side, the hidden information will be retrieved securely and this was illustrated in Fig. 4.

The embedded watermarked embedded image will be retrieved on the receiver side and this was examined using a MATLAB Tool and the same was represented in Fig. 5.
V. CONCLUSION

An efficient steganography method based on MOT and ECC in DWT-DCT domains was used in this paper. The proposed methodology utilizes the preprocessing stages as MOT and ECC, which leads to an enhanced confidentiality for the secret message preceding to embedding phase. We also validate the method of the method adjacent to various attacks; the security and robustness are achieved. We will use various efficient algorithms in several frequency domains to improve the efficiency, visual quality, and security. This will be addressed in our future work. Data hiding and secret way of communication was enhanced and made secure with our experimental results. We would also like to extend the implementation with various online tools in future.
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